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1What we have known
 Neutrinos are spin-half (fermion) matter particles. 

 Neutrinos are electrically neutral, no coupling to a photon.

 Neutrinos have three family members, like the charged fermions.

 Neutrinos are extremely light, and one of them may be massless.

 Neutrinos are so shy, only make friends with elephants W  and Z. 
    
 

Neutrinos don’t form any bound states.
Neutrinos almost don’t decay.
Neutrinos interact with matter very weakly.
Neutrinos can oscillate from one flavor to another.  

No question —— they’re sons of Wolfgang Pauli.

Are they their own antiparticles (Majorana fermions)?

I. I. Rabi: Who ordered that?  Extra or sterile species?   

What is the origin of their tiny masses? 

Does character determine destiny? Yes —— Heraclitus 



2SM is incomplete 

R. Davis

The solar  anomaly  was observed in 
1968, one year after SM was founded  

neutrino oscillation  neutrino mass

New physics beyond the SM

2015: Nobel Prize
2016: Breakthrough Prize 

China has a place in history
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3Oscillations tell …
★ The latest global-fit results (I. Esteban et al, arXiv:2007.14792):  

★ Unsolved issues: 1) neutrino mass ordering; 2) leptonic CP violation



4A portal to new physics
★ The new physics world seems just outside the regime of the SM.    
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 gauge symmetries
    SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1)

 renormalizability
 BEH mechanism

 force particles:
   photon, gluons,
  W and Z, Higgs.

 matter particles:

Richard Feynman (1959): there is plenty of room at the bottom!



 SM basic structure:



LSND  + MiniBooNE + reactor 
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6Ghosts of weak interactions
★ Lonely, reclusive and cool neutrinos are ghosts of weak interactions    

★ From Weinberg’s coupling and propagator 
to Fermi’s effective coupling constant:  

seesaw-like



7Imperfect unification

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4) GUT

Neutrinos may have heavy partners in a GUT  

We’re here

S. Glashow
A. Salam
S. Weinberg



predictability

testability



8A ball-park feeling
★ Weak interactions are weak at low energies.          

J.A. Formaggic and G.P. Zeller: a review.

Glashow resonance

1960



9Why massless in the SM?
★ Shakespeare’s King Lear: nothing can come from nothing.    

maximal P violation

★ The least cost to 
generate -mass is 
a Yukawa coupling   Occam’s razor     

 Theoretically unnatural   
 Experimentally natural   

cut off 7
physical 
parameters   



10Misguiding principles
★ A.N. Schellekens:  “The Emperor’s Last Clothes? (arXiv:0807.3249)” 
—— misguiding principles for a theorist to go beyond the SM.     

 consistency 

 symmetry 

 naturalness

 simplicity 

 economy 

 agreement with observation 

★ Murray Gell-Mann’s totalitarian principle  (1956):  “everything NOT 
forbidden is compulsory” —— contrary to Occam’s razor.      

★ Ettore Majorana’s 
predictions in 1937:    

neutron = antineutron                    wrong!
neutrino = antineutrino                  maybe true!  

In the SM L and B are violated by instantons, only B – L are conserved 

Dirac 
mass

  Why a tiny Yukawa coupling? 

  Why not another mass term? 

  It is lepton-number-violating 

Majorana 
mass 

√

√



11A seesaw makes sense

P. Minkowski 1977, 
T. Yanagida 1979…

★ The tiny neutrino masses originate from heavy Majorana neutrinos:      

★ Such a seesaw picture is consistent with the 
dimension-5 Weinberg operator (1979).   

★ Charged-current weak interactions of light and heavy neutrinos:   

The portal is R ≠ 0 to a sterile world, much dimmer and farther away.    

★ Q1: the origin of huge masses of such sterile neutrinos —— can they 
be understood as large self-interaction couplings?    

★ Q2: how were such heavy neutrinos produced in the early cosmos?    



12Leptogenesis  

Andrei Sakharov (1967) conditions
 Baryon number violation
 C and CP violation
 Departure from equilibrium 

Big 

Bang

How to test leptogenesis? 

 make it connected with 
low-energy CP violation?

 archaeological evidence
(Hitoshi Murayama 2002)
 EW baryogenesis is out
 CPV is seen in oscillation
 neutrino is of Majorana   



13Majorana nature?
The most salient feature of a massive 
Majorana neutrino is its relevance for 
lepton number violation! 

The Schechter-Valle theorem (1982):
If a 02 decay occurs, there must be 
an effective Majorana  neutrino mass 
term. The opposite is also true. 

 There are 3 sentences in this box.

 Exactly two of them are false. 

 Neutrinos are Majorana particles.

 Boris Kayser’s magic logic on 02 

 by ZZX in Quy Nhon, 7. 2016  

nuclear 
physics

particle 
physics

phase 
space

half 
life 



14
Edward Witten’s opening talk at the SNO “Neutrino2000” conference:

Unknown flavor structures 

     “For neutrino masses, the considerations 
have always been qualitative,  and,  despite 
some interesting attempts,  there has never 
been a convincing quantitative model of the 
neutrino masses.”

Steven Weinberg  was interviewed by CERN 
Courier in 2017. Asked what single mystery, 
if he could choose, he’d like to see solved in 
his lifetime, Weinberg doesn’t have to think 
for long:  he wants to be able to explain the 
observed pattern of quark & lepton masses. 
“I’m no closer to answering it than I was in 
the summer of 1972,” he says.  

 My own belief:  structures determine properties. The recent review:  
—— Flavor structures of charged fermions and massive neutrinos —— 
       ZZX, Physics Reports 854 (2020) 1—147  (e-print: 1909.09610)



15
 Should the fermion flavors have a random nature (flavor anarchy)? 

Possible ways out 

—— attempts in the quark sector, C.D. Froggatt, H.B. Nielsen 1980;
——  attempts in the lepton sector, L.J. Hall, H. Murayama, … 2000.

 Observed fermion mass spectra naturally point to flavor structures. 

G.Y. Huang, S. Zhou, 2009.04851
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16
 Flavor symmetry is a powerful guiding principle for model building? 

Flavor symmetries 

—— in principle, no problem.
—— in practice, a lot to pay. 

S3 , S4 , A4 , A5 , U(1)F , 
SU(2)F , modular, ….

a schematic illustration  Froggatt-Nielsen mechanism (1979) 
Example (T. Kobayashi, ZZX, 1997):

CKM = identity matrix + perturbations

 Discrete flavor symmetries (1978 —) 
Example (K.S. Babu, X.G. He, 2005):

PMNS = constant matrix + corrections

 flavons;  assignments;  how to break?  

§ Abelian or non-Abelian
§ continuous or discrete
§ local or global
§ broken spontaneously or explicitly



1725 years ago: my 1st work 
 Inspired by              mixing and quark flavor mixing, we proposed an 
unprecedentedly untypical pattern of lepton flavor mixing. 

For the 1st time, lepton flavor mixing = 2 big + 1 small angles + big CP phase:

Our 1996 predictions:

H. Fritzsch, ZZX,  hep-ph/9509389,  Phys. Lett. B 372 (1996) 265 

 An explicit S(3) symmetry breaking

by hand



18Dimension reduction?  
 HOW to test seesaw models and flavor symmetries at low energies?
 Make the issue simplified by using Occam’s razor —— maybe wrong!

 Neutrino — flavor symmetry
    ZZX, Z.H. Zhao, 2016

 Minimal seesaw + leptogenesis
    ZZX, Z.H. Zhao, 2020

 Minimal GUT scenarios?
    My colleague S. Zhou’ idea

A Trilogy of Occam’s Razor?  



19Active-sterile  mixing (1)  
 An Euler-like parametrization of active-sterile  mixing (ZZX, 2008)
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3 angles 
3 phases

3 angles 
3 phases

9 mixing angles, 9 CP-violating phases

 The PMNS active neutrino mixing matrix:                       (weak cc).  

 The active-sterile neutrino mixing matrix:         (weak cc).  

 The PMNS sterile neutrino mixing matrix:                         (sterile).  

      the portal

for explicit 
expression

e-prints:
0709.2220
and
1110.0083



20Active-sterile  mixing (2)  
 Lepton number violation (neutrinoless double-beta decays):

In the seesaw case it is the active neutrinos to dominate 02 decays.

 Charged-lepton flavor violation and neutrino flavor oscillations:

The PMNS unitarity is slightly violated due to active-sterile  mixing.



21Unitarity polygons  
 A natural seesaw  will lead to slight violation of the PMNS unitarity!

a few typical topologies of the apex: 

 a recent work by ZZX, D. Zhang 2020. 
arXiv:2009.09717
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You may use any  degrees of 
freedom you like to describe 
a physical system, but if you 
use the wrong ones, you will 
be sorry —— S. Weinberg 83. 

the portal to 
sterile world

Concluding remarks 

 Neutrinos  have helped us a lot to 
discover how the Universe works.  

 There are still many puzzles , and 
we have to have new or good ideas.   

 L. Pauling: the best  way to have 
a good idea is to have lots of ideas.  


